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Plug process gaps and enhance
core system capabilities with
tailor-made accelerators
Beyontec Accelerators make it possible for insurance companies to deploy and streamline
new business processes with existing systems. It provides the flexibility to manage
insurance lifecycle across multiple lines from a single platform. These simple plug-in
solutions can be quickly integrated with any core insurance solution.
To maintain an edge over competition, insurers need to
streamline their business processes for higher productivity
and maximum profitability.
Beyontec’s suite of accelerators offers insurance companies
a quick and cost-effective way to add and automate business
processes that are not currently fulfilled by the core system,
and to comply with changing regulations and business
needs. All that they need to do is choose the accelerators
based on the need and integrate them seamlessly into the
core insurance system to save time, streamline processes
and increase efficiency.

BEYONTEC SUITE OF SPECIALIST
ACCELERATORS
Accelerator Portals
These portals are self-service enablers that help insurers
extend the business activities to the web. They provide access
to the right information to the right user constituents, to help
them perform their tasks more efficiently and in real-time.

Financial Analytical Accelerator
A system that can help you pre-configure the representation
of your financial data based on specific needs. Users can now
configure custom reports once, suiting the requirements of
different audiences, and re-use these reports on a periodic
basis without having to configure them every time.

WHAT YOU GET
• A
 ccelerator tools that can be implemented
in less than four weeks for faster ROI
• An efficient way to introduce and automate
new processes without changing your
existing systems
• An online model that is secure, scalable
and configured to your needs
• Advanced add-on features that compliment
your existing system to enhance its
functionality
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Risk Accumulation Accelerator

Claims Recovery Accelerator

A tool that can help you assess risk-exposure accurately
before underwriting any risk. It helps you leverage online
maps for tracking risks at building, street, area, city or country
levels, or analyze the distribution of risks, by location.

A system that makes recovery of claims between insurance
companies transparent, faster, and more efficient. By providing
easy and quick access to all recovery-related information, it
ensures absolute compliance in claims recovery, minimizing
administrative costs of managing intra-company claims.

EVG Accelerator

AML Accelerator

A quick-to-deploy and easy-to-run bot, it helps you get EVGcompliant. The tool smartly integrates and retrieves all policy
information from your system and automatically updates the
EVG portal, making sure every mandatory field is accurately
filled in, without any manual intervention or changes to your
existing process or system.

The most accurate way for validating personal and financial
details of the insured before quoting. By screening the data
entered, this tool helps you avoid errors and ensures absolute
AML regulatory compliance. Suspicious transactions can easily
be tracked in real-time.

Beyontec’s suite of accelerators is a must-have for insurance
companies, to perform their business efficiently. Developed by
Beyontec Solutions, a global insurance solution provider, these
accelerators are fully-integrated, pre-configured, real-time
solutions that offer a set of functionalities to meet the specific
needs of businesses in the insurance sector.

The advantage of Beyontec’s suite of accelerators is that, it is
compatible with any existing core insurance solution that you
may be using.

WHY ACCELERATORS?
Beyontec accelerators are tailor-made solutions that fulfill specific IT and business needs not addressed by existing
insurance systems. They can be easily integrated in to any existing system, to enhance the core functionality and
efficiency. They optimize the use of new age technologies and help insurers significantly save on total IT spends while
improving overall time-to-market, performance and giving them a distinct advantage over competition.

For more information call us on +971 4 5148451 or write to us at sales@beyontec.com.
We would be happy to schedule a demo for you.

